SOLUTION BRIEF

MESOSPHERE SERVICES: COMPETENCY CENTER
Overview
Mesosphere provides a range of consulting services to help customers accelerate their adoption of Mesosphere DC/OS, a
production-proven platform to easily deploy and elastically scale containers and big data services seamlessly across on-premise
hardware and and public cloud instances. Mesosphere works closely with our customers to ensure they are successful designing,
deploying and operating a DC/OS environment. Access to Mesosphere’s knowledge, experience and operational guidance allows
customers to avoid common pitfalls and decrease time to market.

DC/OS Competency Center
Through a combination of consulting and instruction-based education delivery, Mesosphere establishes a Competency Center
within a customer’s organization. The Competency Center approach involves the Mesosphere team and the customer working
together to create a high level of competency and institutional knowledge, enabling an organization to be self-sustaining with
Mesosphere DC/OS.
Through a 40-day engagement involving Solution Architect consulting sessions, project management, and education courses, the
Competency Center enables a core group of customer architecture, development, and operations leaders to act as an internal
DC/OS authority.
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About Mesosphere Enterprise DC/OS
Mesosphere brings enterprises the power of cloud native technologies, with the control to run on any infrastructure — datacenter or
cloud. Mesosphere DC/OS is the only production-proven platform that powers both modern app components — containers and
data services — so businesses can accelerate time to market with confidence, and save. Based on Apache Mesos, DC/OS is trusted
by Verizon, Autodesk, Charter, Esri and many other Fortune 1000 companies.

Interested In Learning More?
Contact our Sales team at www.mesosphere.com/contact or visit our website www.mesosphere.com/services.

